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Season Program – Game Training 
Ages 13+ 

Finally your teams are playing full field, 11v11, so this part of their development training is based 

around positions and getting them ready for senior football. 

Purpose of the coach 
• Teach the positions on the field in more detail with roles 

• Get the players ready to play senior football 

• Encourage and focus on development and it’s not about winning at all costs. 

• Install fundamentals of tactics and positions 

• Build up confidence in players to play football, mistakes will be made. 
 

What changes from Skills Training to Game Training? 
Hopefully your players have gone through a few years of skills training and have the 4 key core 

skills. These being: Running with the ball, First touch, Striking the ball and 1 v 1 skills. 

If you have new players or players that haven’t mastered the 4 core skills yet, you may need to do 

some skill training sessions to hone their skills before getting into game training. If they cannot get 

the basics right, there is no point in moving on ahead of their ability. 

You will have access to the skills training section and I recommend using some sessions from that 

area too. 

What is Game Training? 
Game training is training to prepare for the game of 11v11. It works on the 4 main components of 

a game;  

1. When you have the ball (Ball Possession BP)  

2. When the opponent has the ball (Ball Possession Opponent BPO)  

3. When you lose the ball (Transition BP>BPO)  

4. When you win possession from the opponent (Transition BPO>BP). 
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Following pictures taken from the FFA Curriculum found at: https://s3-ap-southeast-

2.amazonaws.com/store.ffa.football/Play+Football+PDF+Documents+DEC+2017/FFA+National+Cur

riculum.pdf 

You will come up with sessions based on these components. When you design a session on these 

components, I implore you to focus on that component and only that message. It is easy to lose 

focus and try to fix a lot of things in training, but you need to keep your message clear and focus on 

1 or 2 outcomes, so players are not overloaded. 

Got your topic, what next? 
After you have your main moment of the game you are working on, you need to work out what 

you want to work on in that moment. 

There are many principles of these moments and below we have broken them down into sections.  

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/store.ffa.football/Play+Football+PDF+Documents+DEC+2017/FFA+National+Curriculum.pdf
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/store.ffa.football/Play+Football+PDF+Documents+DEC+2017/FFA+National+Curriculum.pdf
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/store.ffa.football/Play+Football+PDF+Documents+DEC+2017/FFA+National+Curriculum.pdf
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So now you have your main moment of the game, i.e, Ball Possession and choosing a key principle, 

What, Structured Build up you are almost ready to start designing a session with that being your 

main outcome.  

Can we have structured build up……….. next you need to say who, where, when and why. So 

structured build up from the back will include the following players; GK, backline and midfield. 

They will need some actions to acomplish their task. So can the GK play short to CB’s. Can our CB’s 

face forward and either drive into the space or find a forward pass. Can our wing backs get high 

and wide to allow space for CB’s and Midfield. Can our midfield get between the lines and face 

forward to play forward. 

5 W’s 
What – What are you working on in the Key Principle 
Who – Who are the key players involved 
Where – Where on the field is this moment happening 
When – When does it happen in the game or when should we do this 
Why – Why does it happen, or why should we do this 
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So the final Model will look like the following. 
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Now you have what you want to work on and how you are going to get the message to the players, 

you have to now design the session with all these in mind. 

 

Your sessions should look like the following. Easiest way to break it down.  

• Passing practise to warm up and introduce the topic 

• Positioning game to get a repeat of the actions needed for the topic 

• Game training is where you coach in an environment where they are putting the topic to 
the test 

• Training game is letting them play to see if they get the topic in a game environment. 
 

Evaluate training 
Ask questions of your players to see if they got what they were training for. If they can repeat key 

messages you have used throughout training that is a positive learning environment you put them 

in. 

Hopefully this helps you designing and building sessions and I suggest you use some sessions I have 

for you in the Dropbox. Best thing to do is keep it simple and build from there when players get it, 

and when you become more confident in coaching. 

It wont happen overnight but you are key in developing these players into our next seniors! 
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Sample session for Game Training 

 

What – Looking at playing out from the back using our wingbacks 
Who – GK, Defenders and Midfielders 
Where – Defensive half  
When – when goalkeeper has the ball in open play or goal kicks 
Why – to best utilise our wingbacks early and escape the defensive press in the middle 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

GK, back line (2,3,4,5) 

6,8 in the midfield

we need to identify the pressing paterns of the opponent to play out

change up the play if opponents change up their pressing tactics

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

High and wide positioning

Create space for teammates

Identifying opponents defensive presses

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome When right, can we play out from the back with controlled possession

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Playing out from the back with controlled possession - structured build up

Session Objective Ability to play out from the back using our left and right wingbacks 

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)

Key Player Actions Facing forward

Space between lines

Ability to find the correct moment to play this way.(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players:
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Execution: Correct passing weight 

Work on first touch forward when ball goes wide(players making 

plays with 

play out wide calling for the ball in front

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: Correct option 

Moving into correct spaces between defenders

when to pass wide

(do players have a 

decision to make?)

2 balls should be going in 

opposite directions and passes 

in the middle should be mixing 

in with the other players

We don’t want 2 seperate 

teams, they need to be 

mixing to create traffic and 

bit of chaos

No defenders 

Perception: Traffic in the middle

Calling for passes

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination
Ball starts at both ends, ball  

goes in the middle for 3 passes 

than pass to wide player

When wide player receives the 

ball  they return the ball  to the 

starting point. Focus on the first 

touch down the line

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will  benefit the players in the up and coming sections. 

The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and introduce the 

session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that mimics that moment in 

the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). Rotate players and defenders, plenty 

touches on the ball  and set the standard for the session.
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Diagram

2. To receive the ball our 2 needs to open passing lanes and be facing forward

3. Don’t force the ball out wide until it is 100% on. 

(things you're looking 

for to coach. 

Anticipate what 

might go wrong so 

you can correct it)

(tasks for the 

players to 

complete the team 

tasks, these will 

link with your 

Coaching Cues: 1. When our 2 gets the ball  can our 7 move inside to allow space to drive forward

Player Tasks: Can we face forward

Can we take our first touch forward

Can we keep the ball until we can find our wide players

Can we open passing lanes to keep the ball

Wide player can we look to open passing lanes

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated
Explaination

Team Task: Can we work our way out of the tight space with our wide players

(objective of this 

exercise)

4 v 2 in the square with 2 

players on the outside of the 

square in a channel
After 3 passes can we find the 

wingback to drive forward and 

play the winger in the other 

square as they come inside to 

allow the space for the wingback 

to drive into
Play resumes in the other square 

with 2 new players on the 

outside as the wingers

Keep swapping the defenders, 

have 2 games going side by side. 

To limit numbers

Step up - increase the 

amount of passes 

(remember don’t make it too 

hard, we want success)
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Diagram

2. Can we create overloads out wide if we are struggling to break down opponent, no. 7

when our 2 is driving forward can we cut inside to create space wide for them

3. If we can’t go forward we go back and keep the ball  until  we can move forward

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the session to 

recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out from the back, start 

the game with the ball  at the back and work from there. here is where you are looking to correct the method of 

play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key 

7,11 can we create space for our 2 and 5 outside and support inside

Coaching Cues: 1. If we can’t go out one side can we switch the play and out the other

Explaination

Team Task: Can we get out of our half in wide positions

Player Tasks: 2,5 can we get high and wide

4,5 can we create space for our 2 and 5 and be an option behind

If our wingbacks score that’s 

worth 2 goals

Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective

Starts with the keeper and 

looking to score wide

Attacking team looking to 

score in normal goals, 

defending team small goals
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(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. Start off 

small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all  the actions. No point moving on if 

they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont overload the players with too much 

information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to over coach and "fix"everything in one session. 

Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other promblems occure write it down and maybe design a 

new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we 

get a positive 

Key Questions to ask Players:

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for
Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached throughout 

the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the cues coach on the run. 

Hopefully they will  use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Normal game

Hopefuly the player use 

what we worked on in the 

previous exercises
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BPO>BP Session  
Quick forward passes 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

Player lists and Positions

Timing pass and weight of pass

Ability to shoot and cross

Read when to quickly attack forward

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome Can we look to exploit the space behind or around opponents backline

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Quick forward passes

Session Objective Hit opponents on the counter attack before they set their defence

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)

Key Player Actions Move into attacking positions quickly

Ability to play a forward pass

Ability for our players to counter attack and score goals(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: 9,10,7,11,8,6

Moving into attacking positions

Passing forward quickly

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)
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Execution: Timing of pass, weight of pass, accuracy of pass

executing the correct run and staying onside(players making 

plays with 

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will  benefit the players in the up and coming sections. 

The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and introduce the 

session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that mimics that moment in 

the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). Rotate players and defenders, plenty 

touches on the ball  and set the standard for the session.

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: Not too much decisions to make here

get players working on the decision on where to pass the ball(do players have a 

decision to make?)

First sequence, midfielder 

plays into strikers feet, 

striker drops ball to other 

midfielder who plays a 

Second sequence is ball to 

striker than striker plays to 

winger who hits an inside 

ball to running midfielder, 

drive into box and shoot

Start shooting off as hitting 

the keeper and low impact to 

warm players up than 

increase intensity and shot 

power

Perception: Passing sequence, players calling for ball and seeing option running 

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination

Passing sequence to work on 

attacking passes with a shot 

at the end

Work on weight of pass and 

timing of runs behind the 

last line of defence. Players 

shouldn’t be past the cones.

Add in a passive defender to 

add pressure to pass and 

make runs opening passing 

lanes
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Diagram

2. Winger needs to take their first touch forward to go forward

work on the Positioning to take their touch forward if failing

(things you're 

looking for to 

coach. Anticipate 

what might go 

wrong so you can 

(tasks for the 

players to 

complete the team 

tasks, these will 

link with your 

Coaching Cues: 1. If players win the ball but not pass to winger, need to work on their forward pass 

Or the wingers positioning

3. Win ball but can’t find winger can our other player get involved to play the 

ball to the winger

Player Tasks: When we win the ball can we look for our winger

Winger can we open passing lanes when we win the ball

Winger can we take our first touch forward to go forward and play in player in box

Player in other box be ready for the ball from the winger

forward runs to receive the ball from winger

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated
Explaination

Team Task: When we win the ball can we find our winger to play forward

(objective of this 

exercise)

Players switch boxes and 

look to keep possession in 

other box while new 

defenders look to win the 

Make the box smaller to 

increase turnovers

move into 3v3 so players 

need to win the ball and 

make runs forward to recive 

the ball in their square.

Overloaded players with ball 

As soon as defenders win 

ball they look for the outside 

player who will switch the 

ball to other square to start 
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2. Wingers need to be high and wide to exploit the space as soon as we win the ball

Watch offsides and look to attack the byline or goal

3. Players need to flood forward but not everyone, only 9,10,other winger and 

One of the 6 or 8
The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the session to 

recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out from the back, start 

the game with the ball  at the back and work from there. here is where you are looking to correct the method of 

play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key 

6,8,10 can we look for a forward pass after we win the ball

3,4 can we be options behind the ball if we can’t go forward

Can the other winger come inside if ball on other side, second striker

Coaching Cues: 1. If we are forcing the ball, there might be a better player to play the forward pass

Might need to go back before we play that forward pass

Explaination

Team Task: As soon as we win the ball can we quickly play a forward pass to exploit the space

Player Tasks: 7,11 when the ball  has been won can we get into attacking positions high and wide

9 can we look to exploit the space in the middle

Players in box looking to 

keep the ball, attacking team 

looking to win the ball and 

play the winners or striker 

behind the defensive line

When attacking team win the 

ball the game is live until ball 

goes out or keeper controls 

the ball, restarts with 

defending team keeping ball 

Defending team looking to 

win ball back and score in 

small goal at halfway

Working on attacking teams 

movements after ball has 

been won in possession in 

middle of the field

Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective
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Diagram

(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. Start off 

small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all  the actions. No point moving on if 

they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont overload the players with too much 

information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to over coach and "fix"everything in one session. 

Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other promblems occure write it down and maybe design a 

new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we 

get a positive 

Key Questions to ask Players:

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for
Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached throughout 

the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the cues coach on the run. 

Hopefully they will  use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Play starts with goalkeeper, 

let them play, hopefully 

when attacking team win the 

ball they look for quick 

forward passes
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BP Session 
Combination play against disorganised 

opponent 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Combination play against a disorganised opponent

Session Objective Improve the teams chances to score and create opportunities on opponents goal

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)

Key Player Actions Face forward to play forward

Option left and right

Finish chances created(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: Attacking 3 - 9,11,7

Midfield 3 - 10,8,6

Can we have an option behind the ball to switch the play 

Money ball to create chances

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

Option behind the ball

Drawing in defender to create a 2v1

Staying high and wide of our marker

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome Can we create a 2v1 against our opponent
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Diagram

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will  benefit the players in the up and coming sections. 

The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and introduce the 

session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that mimics that moment in 

the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). Rotate players and defenders, plenty 

touches on the ball  and set the standard for the session.

Working on Backfoot control 

and head up to find the next 

pass. Add in communication and 

hints at where players want the 

ball
1. Pass and put passive 

pressure on the players first 

touch, player takes their first 

touch either side of the 

oncoming defender, swap 

Perception: Head up to find next passing option

Adding in a defender

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination

Players on inside and players 

on outside of circle. Inside 

players have the ball. 

Different passing 

combinations to warm up 

and improve first touch and 

passing

2. Pass the ball  in and get into a 

position to receive the ball  back. 

Receive ball  and first touch 

should take you towards the box 

in the middle and find another 

player. Players stay, swap after 

a few minutes.

3. Pass to outside and 2nd pass 

back to the inside player is 

played into space for them to 

run onto

Execution: Controlling ball under pressure

Weight of pass and timing of pass(players making 

plays with 

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: When to play the pass

When to turn

Where to pass (Correct foot/area)

(do players have a 

decision to make?)
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Diagram

3v3 game with a joker to 

make an overload.

Joker turns the game into a 

4v3. Players looking to 

dribble through the gates at 

Player Tasks: When you have the ball can we have options left and right

Options left and right can we be high and wide and inline with our marker

Can we face forward to play forward

Can we have a player behind the ball to have an option if we can’t go forward

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated
Explaination

Team Task: Can we use our spare player to create overloads by drawing in opponents

(objective of this 

exercise)

Work for 3 minutes with 1 

minute active rest. Change 

joker at each active rest

When players score they 

look to go the other direction 

and everyone changes which 

way they are scoring 

Continuous game, offsides 

apply

2. Draw and pass to create a 2v1 situation

3. Pass the ball forward be the option behind the ball, don’t rush forward

(things you're looking 

for to coach. 

Anticipate what 

might go wrong so 

you can correct it)

(tasks for the 

players to 

complete the team 

tasks, these will 

link with your 

Coaching Cues: 1. Options left and right when player has the ball and in correct body positions 
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Diagram

Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective

7,11 can we attack the byline and look for the money ball

Can we attack the box from deep when 7,11 attack the byline

Coaching Cues: 1. When 7,11 get the ball can we attack the byline or goal (first touch past defenders)

Explaination

Team Task: Can we quickly attack the goal before the defence get into a good shape

Player Tasks: 7,11 can we get high and wide and in line and outside the last defender

10 in middle can we be the option behind the ball and look to switch the play

Can we overload, normal 

rules apply - offsides.

GK plays the ball out to the 

attackers, 3 attackers come in 

and 2 defenders

Attackers looking to score in 

big goal, defenders looking 

to win the ball and score in 

small goals

Rotate players and 

defenders after 5 minutes so 

players learn all positions

3 points for scoring from a 

money ball 1 point for a 

normal goal

2. 10 looking to switch the play from one winger to the other

3. Positioning on the 7 and 11 on and off the ball (outside and inline with defender)

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the session to 

recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out from the back, start 

the game with the ball  at the back and work from there. here is where you are looking to correct the method of 

play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key 
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Diagram

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for
Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached throughout 

the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the cues coach on the run. 

Hopefully they will  use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Normal rules apply, ball 

starts with player at the 

halfway as quick as possible

Don’t wait for defenders to 

get back into positions

To further disrupt the 

defence give them 

something quick to do 

before each restart (3 push 

ups or something to disrupt 

them)

(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. Start off 

small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all  the actions. No point moving on if 

they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont overload the players with too much 

information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to over coach and "fix"everything in one session. 

Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other promblems occure write it down and maybe design a 

new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we 

get a positive 

Key Questions to ask Players:
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BPO Session 
Collective press to stop forward pass 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Deny opponents time and space to build up

Session Objective Teams ability to collectively press the opponents backline

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)

Key Player Actions pressing as a unit

stopping passing lanes

(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: 9, 10,11,7,6,8

can we win the ball high up the field to create chances to score

collective pressing is better than one out pressing

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

blocking ball going forward

communication 

closest player covers ball 2nd defender covers player

knowing when to press and when to hold shape

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome can we force the opponent into traps
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Defenders are passive, 

looking to stop the ball 

moving back to the square it 

just came from

Directional press working 

together to get the ball 

trapped in the square

Swap out players pressing

Perception: players looking for passing lanes

defenders seeing and working together to block lanes

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination

Players in 4 squares looking to 

pass the ball around, ball isnt 

allowed to swap

defenders looking to block 

passing lane and stop ball 

moving out of square

Execution: hitting the pass under pressure

making the right runs

controlling ball under pressure

(players making 

plays with 

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will benefit the players in the up and coming 

sections. The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and 

introduce the session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that 

mimics that moment in the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). 

Rotate players and defenders, plenty touches on the ball and set the standard for the session.

looking for teammates

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: when to press

where to press

when and where to pass

(do players have a 

decision to make?)
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Player Tasks: 9 - can you put pressure on the opp CB and block the passing lane to the other CB

10 can we slide across and prevent the ball getting through the middle

7,11 can we block the pass down the line and not allow the RB,LB getting forward

6 can we sit deeper and pressure the ball into your zone

can we force the opponents to try a risky ball limiting passing options

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated

Explaination

Team Task: Can we collectively press the ball and stop the forward pass

(objective of this 

exercise)

Red players in a back 4 in each 

end zone with 1 player in the 

middle zone

Blue players have a front 3 in 

the end zone with the ball, 2 

players in the middle zone 

and 1 in the other end zone

Red players looking to get the 

bakll across to the other end 

zone

Blue players if they can win 

the ball they score in the 

goals

2. once we press and they pass the ball we need to drop back into position 

to stop next pass

3. Don’t need to always press the ball, just need to stop forward passes

(things you're 

looking for to 

coach. Anticipate 

what might go 

wrong so you can 

(tasks for the 

players to complete 

the team tasks, 

these will link with 

your coaching cues)

Coaching Cues: 1. no one out pressing, everyone must work together to stop ball moving forward

positioning is key
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Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective

drops into our position

6,8 - block forward passes and be close enough to pressure opponent midfield players

Coaching Cues: 1. push the opponents to one side to allow us to use the sideline to win the ball

Explaination

Team Task: Can we force the opponents to play the ball back so we can press or mistake or long ball

Player Tasks: 9 - can we stop the CB driving forward with the ball

10 - if the ball moves across to the other CB we step forward to black them and the 9

Yellow team looking to score 

in goals on halfway, blues 

looking to score in big goal

Ball always starts with the GK

2. hold shape, not allowing the opponent to pass forward, once they pass backwards

we can press high and fast collectively 

3. make sure our 6,8 are stopping balls going easily into the midfield by shutting lanes

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the 

session to recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out 

from the back, start the game with the ball at the back and work from there. here is where you are 

looking to correct the method of play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key messages)
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Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for

Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached 

throughout the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the 

cues coach on the run. Hopefully they will use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe 

they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Normal rules apply  ball starts 

with the GK

(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. 

Start off small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all the actions. No 

point moving on if they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont 

overload the players with too much information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to 

over coach and "fix"everything in one session. Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other 

promblems occure write it down and maybe design a new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we get 

a positive outcome)

Key Questions to ask Players:
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BP>BPO Session 
Winning ball back ASAP 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

win the ball high up the field before they can get set

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

forcing opponent where you want them

2nd defender 

stopping opponents setting up their attack

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome Can we win the ball back as soon as we lose the ball

Key Player Actions Identifying who presses and when

blocking passing lanes

(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: 9,10,11,6,8

stop the opponent building up an attack

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Win ball back as soon as possible

Session Objective Players ability to win the ball back as soon as we lose the ball 

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)
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Execution: taking touch under pressure

pressing not allowing an easy escape(players making 

plays with 

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will benefit the players in the up and coming 

sections. The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and 

introduce the session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that 

mimics that moment in the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). 

Rotate players and defenders, plenty touches on the ball and set the standard for the session.

traffic in the middle while dribbling 

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: where to take first touch under pressure

forcing the press one side

working with a teammate to press in the last sequence

(do players have a 

decision to make?)

2nd Sequence instead of 

pressing front on the player 

presses the ball to one side 

forcing the opponent the 

other way

3rd sequence working with 

pairs, player passes the ball 

and they decide which of the 

two each press. Players 

receiving the ball open the 

Perception: finding a free player to pass to

options on where to press and other player where to take their touch

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination

Half of players on outside and 

the other half in the middle 

with a ball

1st sequence is passing out to 

outside and applying passive 

pressure front on. Swap out 

and the player with the ball 

dribbles through the square 

and finds a new player to do 

the same with

make the last one passive 

until they get it then move to 

contact and see if they can get 

into the square past the 
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2. reactions to losing the ball must be quick and swift otherwise opponent can score

3. everyone doesn’t need to press, but we have to be smart as to where we move to

(things you're 

looking for to 

coach. Anticipate 

what might go 

wrong so you can 

(tasks for the 

players to complete 

the team tasks, 

these will link with 

your coaching cues)

Coaching Cues: 1. don’t forget to cover the passing option by blocking passing lanes

Player Tasks:

Closest player to the ball puts pressure on

other players cut passing lanes out and block ways out

can we force the opponent away from the goals

can we force opponents into more defenders

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated

Explaination

Team Task: Stop the opponent getting out by applying pressure and cutting options

(objective of this 

exercise)

4v2 or 5v2/3 whatever you 

have to make an overload. 

Red players keeping the ball

When the blue win the ball 

they are looking to get out of 

the square, red has to stop 

them!

Add in goals on the outside 

for blue to get towards, 

meaning red have to press 

and get blue away from the 

When red pass 10 times they 

can score a goal on the 

outside
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2. make sure we don’t have everyone running forward that a long ball can expose us

3. ensure we have an immediate press on the ball by closest player

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the 

session to recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out 

from the back, start the game with the ball at the back and work from there. here is where you are 

looking to correct the method of play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key messages)

we need to react quickly and find pressing options

don’t allow easy balls out when we lose the ball

Coaching Cues: 1. force opponents to clear the ball or play a risky ball that we can win

Explaination

Team Task: If we lose the ball can we win it back high up the field to create better scoring chances

Player Tasks: Closest player needs to press the ball and other players need to cover passing options

Can we get a second defender helping the initial press

Red GK starts off with a long 

ball towards halfway, red 

scoreing in small goals blue 

scoring in big goals.

Blue have 10 seconds to score 

when they get the ball. This 

might force turn overs more 

so we can work on winning 

the ball back.

Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective
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(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. 

Start off small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all the actions. No 

point moving on if they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont 

overload the players with too much information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to 

over coach and "fix"everything in one session. Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other 

promblems occure write it down and maybe design a new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we get 

a positive outcome)

Key Questions to ask Players:

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for

Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached 

throughout the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the 

cues coach on the run. Hopefully they will use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe 

they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Normal rules apply. If blue 

can win the ball and score 

within 10 seconds they get 

double the points.
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BP Session 
Attacking play middle third 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Attacking play in the final third, breaking down opposition defensive line

Session Objective Improve the players attacking movements and passing 

(players needed in the 

session to work on your 

objective)

Key Player Actions through balls

timing runs

increase understanding of offsides and beating the defensive lines(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: attacking 3 midfield 3

defensive players and goal keeper in opposition

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

weight of pass

movements off the ball

passing to draw defenders

driving at defenders

(Actions needed by the 

players in order to 

complete the session 

objective)

Key Message and Outcome can we get into positions that we outnumber the oppositions defence 
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Diagram

timing runs so not offside, 

weight of pass so its quick and 

finish first time

players go back to their cones 

then rotate later on as a group

second sequence is play wide, 

than wide player splits the 

pass to other wide player who 

shoots, other clean up the 

scraps from GK

Perception: seeing the pass

having options

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination
passsing movements, players 

understanding different ways 

through the defence

first is out to the wide player, 

bsck to the middle, then out to 

other wide player to cross ball  

into middle to attack

Execution: weight of pass

direction of pass

quaility of shot

(players making plays 

with pressure)

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will  benefit the players in the up and coming sections. The 

warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and introduce the session with 

the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that mimics that moment in the game. Use 

passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). Rotate players and defenders, plenty touches on the ball  

and set the standard for the session.

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: when to pass

when to run(do players have a 

decision to make?)
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Diagram

2 defenders come out verses 

3 attackers

if defenders win the ball they 

look tot score in small goals, 

attackers shooting in big goals

Player Tasks: Can we look to be an option behind the ball in the middle to switch the play

can our wide players stay wide to create space and move the defense

player on the ball, can we look to create 2v1 situations

look for the wide ball and the trigger to cut the ball back and finish

look where the defenders position and pass accordingly

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated

Explaination

Team Task: can we overload the defence and play either around them or through them to get 

a chance on goal.(objective of this 

exercise)

play a few round than rotate 

groups, so everyone has a 

chance in each station.

2. if wide player has the ball and cant move forward, middle player needs to be an

option behind

3. if we can go one side, as the defenders are set that side look to bring it back

and go out the other side

(things you're looking 

for to coach. 

Anticipate what might 

go wrong so you can 

correct it)

(tasks for the players 

to complete the team 

tasks, these will link 

with your coaching 

cues)

Coaching Cues: 1. if wide players are too narrow not creating space, they are easy to mark and 

we don’t have space to play them in.
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Diagram

Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective

8,10 in midfield can we be options behind the ball if we cant go forward

Coaching Cues: 1. if we cant go forward we look to go back and switch the play

Explaination

Team Task: Can we find our way to break down/through or around the oppositions defensive 4

Player Tasks: 7,11 wide players can we open up as wide as possible to allow spaces to play 

9 can we move has high as possible to allow space for our midfield on the ball

gk kicks the ball out and 4 

defenders form a back 4. 5 

attackers come out with 3 

forwards and 2 midfielders

if defedners win the ball they 

have 10 seconds to score at 

halfway

Once ball goes out, or goal is 

socred or GK has the ball. All 

players head back out and 

new players come in

2. if our wide player has the ball behind the defensive line can we flood the box

for a ball across the goal to score

3. watch offsides, teach the players offsides in game scenarios 

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the session to 

recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out from the back, start the 

game with the ball  at the back and work from there. here is where you are looking to correct the method of play. Use 

your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things you 

are looking to improve, 

these are your key 

messages)
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Diagram

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for

Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached 

throughout the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the 

cues coach on the run. Hopefully they will use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe 

they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

let the players play with full 

rules

(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. 

Start off small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all the actions. No 

point moving on if they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont 

overload the players with too much information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to 

over coach and "fix"everything in one session. Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other 

promblems occure write it down and maybe design a new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we get a 

positive outcome)

Key Questions to ask Players:
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BP Session  
Effective possession in middle third 

 

BP BPO BP>BPO BPO>BP

1 9

2

3 11 7

4

5 10

6

7

8 6 8

9

10 5 2

11

12 4 3

13

14

15 1

16

GAME TRAINING

Main Moment: (circle one)

Key Principle Effective Possession in the middle third

Session Objective Improve my players ability to keep possession and effectively move the ball

(players needed in 

the session to work 

on your objective)

Key Player Actions Getting between lines and defenders

ability to play the correct pass under pressure

forward to the strikers in the final third(what you want to 

improve)

Focus Players: 6,8,10,7,11,9

3,4 option behind ball

ball movement to move defenders 

opening passing lanes

(what is your take home 

message to the players?)

Player lists and Positions

control the ball under pressure

passing and moving into better positions

(Actions needed by 

the players in order 

to complete the 

session objective)

Key Message and Outcome getting between lines to receive and play killer passes
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look at getting players 

inbetween defenders and 

beyond to receive the ball

can we work on opening 

passing lanes

Perception: finding the correct passing option

calling for the ball

Warm Up - Passing Practise

Explaination

Both teams have a ball and 

look to move the ball from 

one end to the other

must have at least 2 passes in 

the middle, player that plays 

to the end switches out

Execution: hitting the correct pass

taking touch in right direction(players making 

plays with 

If we can cover these above criteria in our warm up, it will benefit the players in the up and coming 

sections. The warm up is designed to set the scene for the rest of training. Get them into positions and 

introduce the session with the warm up. If playing out from the back, design a passing warm up that 

mimics that moment in the game. Use passive defenders at the start to increase the PDE (above). 

Rotate players and defenders, plenty touches on the ball and set the standard for the session.

having options to pass to

(players seeing or 

hearing options)

Decisions: where to pass

where to get into position

where to take first touch

(do players have a 

decision to make?)
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Player Tasks: 6,8,10 players in the middle can we position ourselves between defenders

7,11 can we stay as wide as possible to allow space in the middle of the area

9 player in the endzone, can we open passing lanes to get the ball

3,4 player behind in the other endzone, can we provide an option behind

Positioning Game - smaller sized game to get the training objective repeated

Explaination

Team Task: Can we control the ball until we can go forward

(objective of this 

exercise)

Same set up as the passing 

practice, but now there is only 

1 ball

Everytime the team get the 

ball from one end to the other 

is a point, team must make at 

least 2 passes in the middle 

before end zone

Game continues in the 

endzone and team with ball 

looking to get back the other 

way

2. open passing lanes off the ball, movement is key to break defences

3. know your next pass before you receive the ball, quick ball movement before

defenders can close us down

(things you're looking 

for to coach. 

Anticipate what might 

go wrong so you can 

correct it)

(tasks for the 

players to complete 

the team tasks, 

these will link with 

your coaching cues)

Coaching Cues: 1. don’t force the ball forward, keep ball moving until we can pass forward
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Game Training - Larger sized game to recreate the training objective

7,11 stay wide to allow space for 6,8 to move between lines and get ball middle

3,4 provide an option behind the ball

Coaching Cues: 1. cant go forward go back and keep the ball until we can go forward

must always have an option behind the ball

Explaination

Team Task: Can we keep possession until we can get forward

Player Tasks: 9, open passing lanes and move away from behind defenders

10 make runs forward to get into endzone, 9 take players away from that space

Red team start with the ball 

near the 18 yard line with 

their GK

Blue team looking to win the 

ball and score in the goal on 

18 yard line red looking to get 

into end zone

2. open passing lanes, movement off the ball is key

3. quick ball movement to get defenders out of position

The Game training is used to get the players in a real game situation where you have minipulated the 

session to recreate the session objective. Focus on the session objective. If you are doing playing out 

from the back, start the game with the ball at the back and work from there. here is where you are 

looking to correct the method of play. Use your coaching cues to step in when you see the problem.

(focus on 3 things 

you are looking to 

improve, these are 

your key messages)
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Diagram

Training Game - Let them play a game to see if they use what we have been training for

Explaination

Here is where you sit back and watch to see if the players are doing the actions you have coached 

throughout the session. Try not to stop play in this section, if you want to remind the players on the 

cues coach on the run. Hopefully they will use the actions they have been working on. if not, maybe 

they didnt get the session?

Evaluate session:

Normal rules apply

(ask players questions about 

their movements or key 

messages)

Did you get success? Do you need to work on it some more? These come from evaluating the session. 

Start off small and build the session over a couple of sessions to allow players get all the actions. No 

point moving on if they didn’t get the actions. Use your coaching points when they occur, dont 

overload the players with too much information, deliver your message and let them play. try not to 

over coach and "fix"everything in one session. Stick to your coaching cues and focus on them. if other 

promblems occure write it down and maybe design a new session for that problem. 

(did players get the 

session? Did we get 

a positive outcome)

Key Questions to ask Players:
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Resources 
There are numerous resources you can look up to gain a better understanding and grasp of coaching 

this age group. 

• Contact your club 

• Talk to local coaches 

• FFSW is always producing content on our Facebook and YouTube channels 

o FFSW Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ffswa 

o FFSW YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpRZ-dpfGGx-OCCx3fTyebQ 

• FFSW regularly hold coach Workshops and Club Development in clubs, putting on sessions 

and opening up to coaches with questions 

• Football West is the State body for football in WA  

o Football West Website: https://footballwest.com.au/ 

• FFA is the national body and has a great library of session plans and hints and tips 

o FFA Website: https://www.playfootball.com.au/coach/resources-home 

The best way to improve is to always be learning. Best way to learn is to attend coaching courses, 

these courses are regularly run in the South West and will grant you official coaching qualifications. 

If you have any questions please let us know, you are not alone in this coaching journey. It is my job 

to help out the regions coaches and with better coaches we produce better players, having a 

stronger competition, retain and grow numbers and give the best football experience to the young 

players wanting to learn this great game. 

 

Link to Game Training coaching video: https://youtu.be/MvAp8C8j6qg 

 

Yours in football, 

Peter Dohnt  

FFSW Regional Development Manager 

https://www.facebook.com/ffswa
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpRZ-dpfGGx-OCCx3fTyebQ
https://footballwest.com.au/
https://www.playfootball.com.au/coach/resources-home
https://youtu.be/MvAp8C8j6qg

